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Rationale,- The problems which we are facing today in American Edu¬
cation have not come about by accident, but are the result of a long,
historical evolution and are best understood if considered in the light
of their historical development. The history of education is essentially
a phase of the history of civilization and is easier to comprehend if it
1
is studied from this point of view.
Sociail promotion, which is practiced in our Atlanta schools, has long
been a point of controversy. There are persons who give their appro\'-al of
this type of promotion and there are those who sincerely disapprove of
social promotion. These two groups believe that the reasons they give for
their approval or disapproval eire the more valid.
It is claimed in reports by E. B. Francis and R. S. Templin, that non¬
promotion is not so tragic as is supposed, and these pupils, in a majority
of cases, do profit from repeating a grade, to the extent that they develop
new confidence and become more stable emotionally. Their attitudes toward
school activities are brightened and they are happier as a result of re¬
adjustment,^
1. Edward P. Cubberly. Public Eiducation in the United States
(Massachusetts: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1947), p. 1
2
Adolph A. Sandin, Social and Einotional Adjustments of Regiilarly Pro¬
moted and Non-Promoted E^ipils (New York: Bureau of Publications, 194^). '
p. 13.
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Other writers are confident that non-promotion is an xmdesirable
experience for a child, since it is claimed that it is often accompanied
by an imposed change of school associates, by a change from favorable to
unfavorable attitudes toward the school, and by himiliation and resentful¬
ness that lead to undesirable behaviors. It has also been maintained that
the practice of non-promotion reflects the school’s inability to adapt the
1
curriculum to the abilities, needs and interests of the child.
The promotion of pupils is one of the most perplexing problems which
confronts teachers and administrators. A school system should be organized
and administered in a manner which provides a smooth, continuous, natxiral
progress of every pupil. The most vital phase of any promotion plan is
the selection and application of principles or criteria relative to pupil
promotion*^
One quite often finds children two, three or four years over age for
their grade, and accomplishing little in school that is of value to them.
On the other hand, for some children the work was entirely too easy. Often
these more capable children were held back by teachers, in part, because
their capacities were not recognized; euad in part, to keep their grades
progress nearer to their age progress. The result was that they were
actually retarded, even though they were up to grade. Ripils who were held






their seats, often unfit associates for the smaller children, and usually
accomplishing little because the school work was too dificult for them*
On the other hand, bright children should not be held back when they should
be put into more advanced work better suited for their needs and more likely
to awaken their interest and enthusiasm. To learn to dawdle and loaf is
1
not the purpose of education.
The Dalton Laboratory Plan was first introduced into a public school
system in the high school at Dalton, Massachusetts, in 1919. This Plan
uses the regular curriculum but frees the pupil to work in his own way
while doing the regular work of school. It is primarily a plan for indi¬
vidual instruction, and permits the pupil to determine for himself how and
when he will do the work in the alloted time. Its essential defect is that
it follows a fixed curriculum too close and conceives of school work as
2
primarily the mastery of knowledge for use in ad'olt-life.
The V/innetka Plan began at V/innetka, Illinois in 1919. This Plan is
divided into two main parts. One part deals with the older common knowledge,
and the other promotes group activities as self expression subjects. Pupils
here move at their own rate.
The Progressive School, which found expression first in the work of
Pestalozzi and Froebel, and later in the work of Parker and Dewey, has tried
to transform the school from a place of confinement to a place of Interested
activity; Inteliectual work from memorizing to creative thinking; and the
^Biward P. Cubberly. Public Biucation in the United Sf.ates
(liassachusetts; Houghton lliffiin Comjjany, 194?) > PP* 520-521.
^Ibid., p. 52S.
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school from a formal Institution to a child's home. Certain characteristics
of the Progressive School v.'lll be found today in an increasing number of
public and private schools, from kindergarten to university, all over the
1
United States.
We should realize the importance of promotion to the child and to the
child's family. It is the opinion of the vn:*iter that of all the arguments
for and against social promotion, the advantages or disadvantages that they
give the child are of utmost importance. It is not a phase of education to
be treated lightly. The ability to learn to succeed is one of the purposes
of going to school. Does Social Promotion achieve this result?
The Evolution of the Problem.- For many years, the writer has realized
that a major objective of American Biucation is the achlevem.ent cf good
mental health by every student. One of the most important objectives of the
school is the growth and development of an individual's personality.
There are no children identical in needs and capacities, and intelli¬
gence should not be the only determining factor in promotion. It must be
realized that there are some accelerated pupils that present serious
2
problems as do retarded pupils.
There are at least three well recognized groups or types of children
in our schools v;ith vfhich to deal-the below average, the average, and the
above average. While the three classes, in a way, have been recognized




N. M. Downie, Fundamentals of Measurement (New York: Oxford Uni¬
versity Pr-ess, 1958), p. 279.
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to the needs of the two non-average groups. For a long time we continued
to educate the average child, hoping to build the slower pupil up by a
1
little extra attention and letting the bright one shift for himself.
Is our system of promoting a child to the next grade every year beause
he is a year older, helpful or harmful? Do we, as teachers, stop to
consider if this child is ready to progress? We realize that the child is
a year older, chronologically, but a question might arise as to his menta}.,
and emotional progress. As a result, should this child be promoted because
he is chronologically a year older? These are some of the questions to be
considered. Thus, the study has evolved as a problem of particular interest
to the writer, because she is working in a school system where social pro¬
motion is the form of reference for pupil progress thi’ough the grades.
Contribution to Educational Thought.- The findings of this study, it
is hoped, will contribute to theeducational thoughts and practices to the
extent that they will identify the points of validity and XJi*acticality of
promotional system.s used in schools.
Statement of the Problem.- The problem in this study was concerned with
surveying and analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of social promotion
as indicated by the opinions of tivo groups of elementary teachers.
Purpose of the Study.- The general purpose of this study was to compare
the attitudes of two groups of city and rural teachers toward social pro¬
motion. Stated more specifically the purposes were;
1
Edward P. Cubberly, Public Education in the United States
(Massachusetts; Houghton Mifflin Company, 1947), p. 523.
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1. To determine the general consensus of the group regarding
the advantages and disadvantages of social promotion.
2. To analyze these advantages and disadvantages in the light
of how the teachers think that social promotion relates to;
a. The pupils attitude and subsequent adjustment.
b. The teacher's attitude towards socially promoted pupils.
c. The philosophy and objectives of the school.
3. To determine whether those teachers felt that failure is
more of a handicap to a child than an undeserved promotion.
4. To determine hov/ those teachers favoring social promotion
felt that it should be used,
5. To determine how those favoring non-promotion felt that it
should be adndnistered,
6. To ascertain any evidence which those teachers had regarding
parents' attitudes toward social promotion.
7. To determine if pupils with non-promotion records created
discipline problems in the classroom.
8. To draw conclusions and implications that m-ay shed further
light on the j^oblem of social promotion and aid generally
in bringing certain suggestions for improved school practices.
Limitations and Scope of the Study.- At least two limitations were
recognized as inherent in this study. (1) The writer did not attempt to
determine the amount of knowledge obtained hy socially promoted pupils or
non-promoted pupils. (2) The writer did not attempt to acquire the opinions
of school administrative officials on the subject of social promotion.
Definition of Terms.- The significant terms used throughout this study
are defined below.
1. "Social Promotion" as used in the study referred to the
policy of advancing a pupil from one grade to the next
grade with respect to chronological age, rather than the
pupil's achievement.
7
2. "Hetardation" or Non-Promotion”,as used in this study,
referred to impeding the progress of the pupil in his
movement from one grade to the next grade.
3. "Observation”, as used in this study, referred to noticing
the behavior of non-promoted and socially promoted pupils.
4. "Promotion”, as used in this study, referred to the advance¬
ment of the pupils from one grade to the next grade.
5. "Socially Promoted Pupils”,as used in this study, referred
to those pupils who are advanced to the next highest grade,
giving no regard to his ability or readiness for the next
grade.
Locale and Period of the Study.- This study was conducted in two
distant locales; a metropolitan school situation and a rural school
situation. One group of teachers from two schools situated in an urban
community and the other group of teachers from two schools situated in a
rural community.
This study was begun in January I960 and was completed in Ji4-y I960.
Method of Research,- The Descriptive Survey Method of research, uti¬
lizing the public opinion survey technique, was used to collect data for
this study. The data were collected through the use of a questionnaire,
informal interviews and observation of socially promoted pupils and non-
promoted pupils.
Description of the Subjects.- The subjects used were the faculty
members of the two city and two rural schools, respectively. There were
forty teachers in the two city schools and forty teachers in the rural
schools. These Wo urban schools are located in Fulton County, and the
tv;o rural schools are located in Gordon County and Bartow County.
Description of the Instruments.- The description of the instruments
used in this study follow below.
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1. Questionnaire. A specifically designed questionnaire was
constructed under the direction of Dr. Salne for the pui*-
pose of obtaining the opinions of this select group of
teachers on social promotion and for the purpose of comparing
the attitudes of urban teachers and rural teachers on social
promotion.
2. Observation Sheet. An observation sheet which sought to
substantiate the questionnaire data.
3. Interview Sheet. An interviev; sheet that attempted to delve
into the reasons for these gwo groups of teachers' attitudes
toward social promotion.
Research Proceduxe.- The procedural steps that were follov/ed in this
study are outlined.
1. A. review of the literature pertinent to this study was made.
2. The teachers' cooperation in executing the questionnaire was
obtained,
3. The questionnaire was executed by the teachers,
4. The observation of the pupils in the four schools was made.
5. Informal interviews were held with parents and teachers,
6. The data secured from the questionnaires were organized and
assembled into appropriate tables as Indicated by the purpose
of this study,
7. The findings, conclusions and recommendations were drawn from
the data and incorporated in the thesis copy.
The Collection of the Data,- The data were collected in the following
manner.
1. During the months of January and February the literature
was surveyed.
2. In March, the questionnaire was constructed.
3. In April the questionnaires were submitted to the select
group of teachers.
4. The questionnaires were returned to the writer and the data
were organized and analyzed during the month of May.
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5. During the months of June and July the findings and
conclusions drawn from the data were set forth in the
thesis copy.
Survey of Related Literature.- In reviewing the literatm'e, one finds
that one of the greatest problems facing all of us today is the evaluation
of educational aim.s, content and procediires. No one can evaluate properly
that which he possesses unless he sees it in historical perspective.
Prophetic vision for the future depends upon a thorough understanding and
intelligent interpretation of the past. This reviev; was,therefore, organ¬
ized with a beginning historical perspective followed by existing pro¬
motional practices and attitudes toward non-promotion.
From the beginning of our history, the education of all the people has
been recognized as fundamental to the maintenance and improvement of our
Democracy. The highest and the greatest possible development for each
individual was recognized as a dominant aim of education. Knowledge alone
is no longer considered as the aim and' end of education.
The educational practices which we are using today are not ei^pressions
of any of the periods of history. They are rather reminiscent of all of
them. Every period has made its contribution, for good or for ill. It is
our task as educators to Integrate and make more effective all the contri¬
butions of the past that fiontain elements of strength, and eliminate those
that contain weaknesses or threaten our desired educational objectives.
In a democracy such as ours the people are sovereign. All public
institutions belong to them and are operated by them. The school is one of
the oldest, and is probably the most cherished of these public institutions.
Since the school belongs to the people and is supported by them, it is
^Hollis L. Caswell, Bducation in The Elementary School (New York;
American Book Coinpany, 1942), p. 1.
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inevitable that its welfare and progress should be determined largely by
how the people regard it. How they regard it is determined by what they
know about it. It is the obligation of school officials and employees to
provide the people with the information and cooperation to which they are
entitled.^
The history of the American School System shows that the relations
between teacher and pupil have been teacher centered. The progressive edu¬
cation movement under the pioneer leadership of John Dewey, has attempted




Education looks to the future; it indicates that man has not
finished his task, rather he has only begun. Education is not
the prelude to despair and cynicism, but the eternal overture
to hope and expectancy.
Paul Woodring states that;
Our education for the future need not be and should not be
limited to facts
Horace Mann was one of that small band of seers who early saw that the
peculiar character of the American form of republican government demanded a
broad basis of education among its citizenry. He was among the first to
propose the common school as the peculiar school for preparing children for
4
common citizenship in this republic.
Ward G. Reeder, An Introduction to Public School relations(New York;
The MacMillan Company, 1953), p« 1
'^Bernard Ni Meltzer, Harry R. Doby, and Phillip Smith. Education
in Society; Readings(New York; Thomas Y. Crowell Company. J958), p. 394«
^Ibid. pp. 162 and 420.
'^Neil Gerard McCluskey, Public Schools and Moral Biucation(New York;
Columbia University Press, 1958), p. 33.
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The progress of pupils through schools is closely related to the
philosophy and purposes of education, the rise and grov^th of the graded
elementary schools, the administration and organization of public schools,
and the supervision and curriculum development. To provide more continuity
in public education, there is an immediate need to examine critically the
problem of non-promotion and to discuss educational practices for more
1
continuous progress of all pupils through elementary schools.
Too many educators fail to recognize that all pupils do not possess the
same mental ability to do the same minimum work of each grade. For years,
administrators, supervisors, and teachers have tried to retain in their
different types of instructional programs the grade standard plan of
marking and promoting without giving sufficient consideration to the differ¬
ent rates by which children achieve, learn, and grow. These instructional
plans and administrative devices retained the grade standard plan of pro¬
motion, of which non-promotion is an inherent part, instead of departing
from this traditional plan and using the plan in which the child is being
.2
measured in relationship to his abilities and capacities.
The grade standard plan of promotion requires that all pupils in a
grade must reach a minimum achievement in essential skills and knowledge
before being passed to the next grade in school. Many plans of instruction
and administrative schemes have been tried since 1910 to reduce non-pro¬
motion of children in elementary schools and, at the same time, to preserve
^Roscoe V. Vramer and Otto E. Domian, Administration and Supervision
in The Elementary School (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1960), p, 287.
^Ibid., p. 291.
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the grade standard plan as the basis for promoting all children whether they
be of slow, normal, or rapid mental development.^
There are many teachers and some principals who feel that to promote
a few of their pupils is a sign that their standards of work are so high
that none but the best pupils can attain them. This raises a serious basal
question as to the function of the common school. The function of the
common school should be to furnish an elementary education to the maximum
2
number of children.
Success is necessary to every human being. To live in an atmosphere
of failure is tragic to many. It is not a matter of intellectual attainment
3
not an intellectual matter at all, but a moral matter.
Children whose school progress is erratic and puzzling, whose behavior
is perpJexing, or whose personalities manifest traits that give cause for
concern, are to be found in every school.^ A pupil who does not develop
and achieve at a rate of progress consistent with his ability and capacity,
presents a real problem. To fail this pupil in school because he does not
reach the standard required to be promoted to the next grade is not usually
a solution of the problem. Retardation often causes this type of pupil to
become more indifferent towards school. These pupils frequently imiprove
^Ibid., p. 290
2
Leonard P. Ayres, Laggards in Our Schools (New York; Charities
Publication Committee, 1909), p. 199,
^Ibid.. p. 220.
^Mary B. Sayles, The Problem Child in School (New York; Joint Committee
on Methods of Prevention of Delinquency, 192$), p. 1.
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through a trial promotion or a social promotion.
In a study conducted by Neal Gross it was foiand that school super¬
intendents and school board members depicted a high degree of consensus on
the issue of elementary school pupils being promoted only if they are able
2
to meet certain specified st^dards.
E. D. Billingslea did a study on the Tested Differences of Failing and
Non-Failing Pupils. He found the following;
1, Social promotions will not do for all the pupils because
some pupils will not apply themselves as effectively if
they know from the beginning of the terra that they will
not fail.
2. A large number of the pupils retained in a grade will not
do any better after repeating it.
3* The system of failing pupils is in itself nothing more than
a selective device concocted by an educational hierarchy to
serve as a warning to pupils; that they have been wanting
in the development for belongingness to society,
4. Superior intelligence coupled with superior social adjust¬
ment patterns of the learner is conducive to a greater
degree of learning in the various subject matter fields,
5. That there should be given more attention to the "Social
Development" of pupils as it relates to and determines
the extent of effective schoolwork,3
Roscoe V. Cramer and Otto S. Domian, Administration and Supervision
in the Elementary School (New Fork; Harper and Brothers, I960), p. 293*
2
Neal Gross, Who Runs Our Schools (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.),
1958), p. 116.
3
E. D. Billingslea, A Study of the Tested Differences of Failing and
Non-Failing Pupils in the Fifth and Sixth Grades of Cherokee County Training
School of Canton, Georgia(Unpublished Masters Thesis, Atlanta University
Library 1953), pp. 1,8.
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In the study made by McGrath, it is stated that the erratic and un¬
systematic system of grading is responsible for our greatest group of
1
failures.
For the last twenty years investigators have been proving that
2
retardation is not the answer.
Althea Beard did a study on the Selected Differences Betv/een Normally
Progressing and Uducatlonally Retarded Pupils and found the follovdng;
1. In general the studies indicated that retardation of the
learner was much greater than acceleration and due to its
frequency was a serious problem,
2. Teacher appraisa3s of students were not based on objective
measurements, but on some other factor,
3. The teacher should study techniques to be used in making
their own examinations more discriminating in measuring
the learning accomplishments of pupils,
4. Consciously or unconsciously, teachers are putting into
their appraisals of students other factors that are not
objective.3
Anne Johnson Hightower did a study on the Selected Differences Between
Normally Progressing and Bducationally Retarded Pupils and found the
following;
1. That there are other factors involved in retardation
other than the level of intelligence of the learner.
D. McGrath, "Pupil Failure Our Greatest Challenge and Opportunity,"
Peabody Journal of Sducation XXVI (March, 1949), p. 291.
Luella Cole, Psychology of Adolescence (New York; ftinehart and Company,
1954), p. 596.
3
Althea Beard, A study of the Selected Differences Between Normally
Progressing and Bducationally Retarded Pupils. Enrolled in the Millville
SLementary School Dudley, Georgia (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Atlanta
University Library 1957), pp, 1, 8.
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2. Biucational progress of a school should provide the fullest
opportunity for the learner to experience successf'rl per¬
formance, if the fullest development of personality traits
is to be expected.
3. Successful school performance is a predominate infljience on
the social development of the learner,
4. The school must provide a climate of success, regardless of
the Intellectual level of the learners, if all of the learners
are to be expected to reach a desirable level of development
in mental and social emotional aspects of being,^
Promotion is a conception based purely on the graded school theory of
apportioning the subject matter over the several years of age or class levels.
As soon as we adopt the"whole child" theory of education, promotion ceases
to be pertinent. The "whole child" theory is one of the ideas of the
progressive school, yet some critics have not yet accepted the xjrogressives'
ideas on the educational changes that they bring. All teachers should
2
realize that change is a necessary part of our educational system.
Since the middle ages many factors have introduced changes, but the
most potent factor to break the hold of concrete traditions has been modern
technology working in cooperation v/ith other applications of science. It
was the Greeks, chiefly Plato and Aristotle, who gave to the world the old
doctrine of no change. This doctrine largely dominated Western thought from
its inception until modern science came to modify that thought radically.
While this revolution has, in certain ares of education, progressed far,
we are even yet in the midst of the shift from the old to the new. In many
Anne Johnson Hightower, A study of the Selected Differences Between
Normally Progressing and Educationally Retarded Ripils Enrolled in the Mery
Street High School, Dalton, Georgia 1954-1955 (Unpublished Master's Thesis,
Atlanta University Library, 1955), pp. 246-247.
2
Kilpatrick, William H,, Philosophy of Eiucation (New York: The
McMillan Company, 1954)> PP, 59, 62, 331.
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educational asi:-ects, particularly where conservative influence is strong,
we still find old ideas well entrenched, liany people criticize modern edu¬
cation for the changes that it creates and demands, yet we must remember
that this society that we live in is a progressive society and the power
to change obsolete ideas for new and better ones is one of our* educational
philosophies,^
Education is a constant series of changes; these changes are all
directed toward the goal o:.: the improvement of education. In too many
places the educators have failed to sense the ai'rival of the new world.
The changes we must make in education a.re not minor ones, they are major.
From the time of Horace Mann, there was continuous effort to improve
instruction in the schools, Rousseau set forth the conception that
2
children should be treated as children before they v;ere thought of as men.
In reconstruction theory and practice in elementary education in the United
States, no other influence has been so effective during the past generation
3
as the Froebelian emphasis upon education.
Though the Influence exerted by Pestaloszi, Herbart, aid Froebel are




Stephen ^uggan. History of Education (New York; Appleton Century Crofts,
Inc., 1948), p. 392.
3
Elmer Harrison VJilds, The Foundation of Modern Education' (New York;
Rinehart Company, 1947), p. 267.
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it is extremely difficult to trace any one of them. It can hardly be
doubted that the most important streams of thought in present elementary
education flov/ from Froebel.^
All too many of the educational ideas of the past have survived and
are found today in our modern minds. All through the ages, vdth avidity
and credulity, people have snatched at an adopted inadequate and even
dangerous educational ideas.
By studying the various conceptions of education that have been
developed through the ages, and noting the changing emphasis that has been
placed upon them at different times, in different places, we broaden our
vision until we perceive clearly the meaning, nature, processes and purposes
2
of education,
A traditional practice against which modern educators have fought is
"failure" of children. Ideally, when teaching is properly directed toward
the individual, the only failure possible is failure to develop one's
potentialities to the fullest. The practice of dividing schools into grades
has been from the beginning, a matter, largely, of administrative and
3
instructional convenience.
Modern schools are modifying their marking practices in many v/ays.
Where marks and grades are given, emphasis is being placed upon an analysis






can do to improve. The child's work is evaluated in relation to the progress
he has made rather than by comparison with the superior children in the class
who are quite different from him.
There is general agreement that although a teacher's marks are often
unreliable and invalid indexes of growth, they are indispensable tools,
Marks continue to be the measures of school success, A single mark cannot
indicate to a pupil the points on which he needs to improve, Marks indi¬
cate no next steps for him, his parents, or his future teachers. They are
1
simply the judgement of the teacher. Inherent in the problem of the
marking system is the question of promotion or non-promotion of children.
As long as education of large numbers must be conducted at low cost, some
method of grouping and classifying pupils for purposes of Instruction must
prevail. Many experimental schools have eliminated grades, consequently,
the question of promotion or advancement from one grade into another will
no longer arise.
In an effort to provide for individual differences, principals and
teachers have reduced semi-annual, and sometimes even quarterly promotions
were Introduced, The idea was that the brighter children could advance more
rapidlyj it being easier to "skip" a quarter or a half year than a whole
year. Slower pupils could do needed review without being retarded a full
year, smaller school systems, as a general rule, kept the annual promotion
plan while city systems usually adopted a shorter promotion period.
John W. M. Rothmney, What Research Says To The Teacher (V/ashington,




In a study of promotion problems reported in the Ninth Yearbook of the
Department of Superintendence, the following general principles of promotions
were decided upon:
1. Promotion should be decided on the basis of the individual
pupil.
2. Promotion should be on the basis of many factors. The final
decision as to whether a particular pupil should be promoted
should rest not merely on the academic accomplishment, but
on what vdll result in the greatest good to the all round
development of the individual,
3. In order that promotion procedures may be more or less imi-
forro throughout a particular school system, a definite set
of factors should be agreed upon, which each teacher will
take into consideration in forming his judgement as to
whether or not a particular pupil should be promoted,
4* Criteria for promotion must take into consideration the
curriculum offerings for the next higher grade or unit
and the flexibility of organization, its course of study
and its methods,
5. It is the duty of the next higher grade or unit to* accept
pupils who are properly promoted to it from the lower grade
or vinit and to adapt its work to fit the needs of these
pupils,
6. Promotion procedures demand continuous analysis and a study
of cumulative pupil case history records in order that
refinement of procedure may result and guesswork and
conjecture be reduced to a minimum.1
The general idea of all these statements is toward greater consider¬
ation for the individual. Some educators have maintained that the best
interest of every child can be served by a policy of uniform promotion, by
a so-called "no failure" program>' Yet, as many classroom teachers can
testify, the mere adopting of a "no failure" policy does not automatically
solve the many problems in a child's progress through school.
1
Department of Classroom Teachers and Research Division, School Marks
and Promotion) Washington, D. C.: National Education Association, 1953),
pp. 14-15.
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In some schools certain standards of grade attainment are set up. If
the child does not meet these standards, he is forced to repeat the entire
grade. In actuality this has not always been the case, since teachers,for
many reasons, passed children who had not met all of the proposed require¬
ments. Either the teacher considered the physical and social maturity of
the child or the teacher could not affort to retard all the Children who
failed to meet the requirements. Within the limits of such practices some
educators believed and still maintain, that failure has definite values;
that some standards must be upheld or the school would fall short of its
1
alms.
Advocates of promotion of all children say that failure has an un¬
fortunate effect on the child's whole personality. It attaches a stigma
which may result in anti-social behavior. The promotion of each child
according to chronological age, so that he may proceed through school vrith
the group into which he would normally fall is, in their opinion, the only
means of dealing with the problem.
Failure of the child, they say, is failure of the school. If the
school is so set up that it must retard a child because he is unable to
meet rigid standards of achievements, something must be done about the
school. Its organization should be of such a flexible nature as to permit
passage from one division or class to another as the needs of the child
2
dictates. The basis of the problem is largely administrative. If the
^Ibid., p. 14,
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school could do away vrith regular grades and substitue more pliable divisions,
the solution would be easier. The problems connected v/ith advancement
through school reveal the conflict of two underlying philosophers:
(a) One v/hich emphasizes rather rigid standards
performance and adjusts to existing classes
and administrative divisions.
(b) The other which considers the needs of the indi¬
vidual first, and attempts to make administrative
and Instructional procedures conform to their needs.^
Current research on the comparative academic achievement of pupils who
are non-proraoted and pupils who move along from grade to grade with their
age group shows that those pupils who were non-prorooted did not improve
2
their achievement and many made no progress. •
Hollis L. Caswell in a summary study on non-promotion in elementary
schools found the following;
A pupil who has failed more than once often develops
an emotional state that induces a tendency to cease
striving for the end sought. Slower progress pupils
were found to be subjected to considerable ridicule
despite teachers' efforts to keep such treatment to
a minimum. The extent to which a particular pupil
is affected by non-promotion depends upon the indi¬
vidual and the circumstances under which he experiences
non-promotion.3
Chronological grouping which was introduced into the United States in
the nineteenth century classifies school children into grades according to
Department of Classroom Teachers and Research Division, School Marks
and Promotion(Washington. D.C.: National Educational Association, 1953),
pp. 14-15.
O
National Educational Journal Volume 49: Promotion Policies In Our
Schools (VJashington, D. C.; Educational Press Association, I960), p. 15.
3
Hollis L. Caswell, Education in The Elementary School (New York;
American Book Company, 1942), p. 289.
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age and most American schools follovi? that organization, Hov/ever, it has
become increasingly apparent that some adjustments in this system, some
further methods of grouping are necessary to provide individual differences
among the learners.^
Modern psychology teaches there is no hard and fast "norm" which all
children should reach at a given chronological age. Nevertheless, there is
a certain consistency about growth. Children pass through much the same
stages of development but at their individual tempo and in their individual
ways. The creative teacher knows that when social and material conditions
are right, the child is helped to grow into what he is meant to be. She
knows what the right conditions are and it is partly her job to help parents
and administrators to remove obstacles which are in the way. The obstacles
2
are many and great, and she may never see the full fruits of her work.
Promotion is a conception based purely on the graded school theory of
apportioning the subject matter over the several years of age or class
levels. As soon as we adopt the ’’whole Ghild" theory of education, pro-
3
motion ceases to be pertinent,'^ The "whole child" theory is one of the
ideas of the progressive school, yet some critics have not yet accepted the
progressives' ideas on the educational changes that they bring. All
teachers should realize that change is a necessary part of our educational
system,
Lawrence D. Hoskiew, This is Teaching (Chicago: Scott Foresman and
Company, 1956), p, 246.
'^Lucy Sprague Mitchell, Know Your Children In School (New York; The
MacMillan Company, 1954)# PP» 15, 185.
3
William H. Kilpatrick, Philosophy of Blucation (Nevr York; The MacMillan
Company, 1954), P* 36.
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Since the middle ages many factors have introduced changes, but the
most potent factor to break the hold of concrete traditions has been modern
technology working in cooperation with other application of science. It was
the Greeks, chiefly Plato and Aristotle, who gave to the world the old
doctrine of no change. This doctrine largely dominated Western thought from
its inception until modern science came to modify that thought radically.
While this revolution has, in certain areas of education, progressed far, we
are even yet in the midst of the shift from the old to the new. In many
educational aspects, particularly irhere conservative influence is strong, we
still find old ideas well entrenched.^ f-feny people criticize modern edu¬
cation for the changes that it creates and demands, yet v;e must remember
that this society that we live in is a progressive society and the power to
change obsolete ideas for new and better ones is one of our educational
philosophies.
Summary of Related Literature.- Failure has been the dread and dismay
of generations of American school children. "Did you get promoted?" or
"Did you pass?" is asked persistently by parents and classmates. As years
2
go by higher schools raise the sarnie question. Is a child's future to be
affected by failure? Yet, what can be expected in the future for a child
that is given a social promotion? A social promotion being a promotion
that he has not earned and is not ready for. Probably few teachers realize
the importance of non-promotion and promotion to a child. Non-promotion
^William H. Kilpatrick, Philosophy of Bducation (New York: The MacMillan
Company, 1954), PP* 59, 62,
2 ,Hollis L. Caswell, Education in the Elementary School (New York:
Amierican Book Company, 1942), p. 248.
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can be just as important as promotion in molding the future of the child.
Historically, the education In the United States is for all the
children of all the people. This idea is in sharp contrast with the situ¬
ation elsew'here. The American people have a firm belief in the value of
education. Yet, our compulsory educational system has its difficulties
because children are widely different in their abilities. P.egardless of
administrative provisions for organization, each child should have an
opportunity to experience a sequence of experiences of increasing difficulty
conforming to his ability.^
From the beginning of o’ur history, the education of all the people has
been recognised as fundamental to the maintenance and improvem.ent of our
Demiocracy. The highest and the greatest possible development for each
individual was recognized as a dominant aim of education. Knowledge alone
2
is no longer considered as the aim and end of education.
The educational practices which we are using today are not expressions
of any of the peidods of history. They are rather remdniscent of all of
them. Every period has made its contribution, for good or for ill. It is
our task as educators to integrate and make more effective all the contri¬
butions of the past that contain elem.ents of strength, and eliminate those
that contain weaknesses or threaten our desired educational objectives.
Mucatlon is a constant series of changes; these changes are all
directed toward the goal of the improvement of education. In too many
^'rtillard C. Olson, Promotion Policies in Our Schools Rational Educational
Journal, (April I960), p. 17.
2 T
Hollis L. Caswell, Education in the ELem^entary School (New York;
American Book Company, 19Y2), p. 1.
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places the educators have failed to sense the ai’rival of the new world. The
changes we taust make in education are not miinor ones, they are major.
From the time of Horace Mann, there was continuous effort to improve
instruction in the schools, Rousseau set forth the conception that Children
should be Ideated as children before they were thought of as men,^ In recon¬
struction theory and practice in elementary education in the United States,
no other influence has been so effective during the past generation as the
2
Froebelian emphasis upon education.
Though the influences exerted by Pestalozzi, Herbert, and Froebel are
so inextricably interwoven in the educational practice 6f today, it is
extremely difficult to trace any one of them. It can hardly be doubted that
the most important streams of thought in present elementary education flow
froFi Froebel,
All too Fiany of the educational ideas of the past have survived and are
found today in our modern minds. All through the ages, with avidity and
credulity, peo|)le have snatched at an adopted Inadequate and even dangerous
educational idea
By studying the various conceptions of education that have been developed
through the ages, and noting the changing emphasis that has been placed upon
^Stephen Duggan, History of Education (New York: Appleton Century
Crofts, Inc., 1948), p. 392,
2
ELmer Harrison Wilds, The Foundation of Modern Biucation(New York;
Rinehart Company, 1947)> P* 267.
^Ibid., pp. 5, 7.
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them, at different times, in different places, we broaden our vision until
we preSeive clearly the meaning, nature, processes and purposes of edu¬
cation.^
In a study made by McGrath, it is stated that the erratic and unsys¬
tematic system of grading are responsible for oin* greatest group of failures.
For the last twenty years investigators have been proving that
3
retardation is not the answer,"^
Althea Beard did a study on the Selected Differences Between Normally
Progressing and Bducationally Retarded Pupils and found the following;
1. In general the studies indicated that retardation of the
learner was much greater than acceleration and due to its
frequency was a serious problem,
2. Teacher appraisal of students were not based on objective
measurements, but on some other factor,
3. The teacher should study techniques to be used in m.aking
their own examinations more discriminating in measuring
the learning accomplishments of pupils.
4. Consciously or unconsciously, teachers are putting into
their appraisal of students other factors that are not
objective,4
Anne Johnson Hightower did a study on the Selected Differences Betv/een
Normally Progressing and Bducationally Retarded Pupid.s and found the
following:
1, That there are other factors involved in retardation
other than the level of intelligence of the learner.
^Ibid., pp. 5, 7,
2
H. D. McGrath 'Itipil Failure Our Greatest Challenge and Opportunity,"
Peabody Journal of Education XXVI (March, 1949), p. 291.
•2
•^Luella Cole, Psychology of Adolescence (New York: Rinehart and
Company, 1954), p. 595*1
'+Althea Beard, A study of the Selected Differences Between Normally
Progressing and Bducationally Retarded Pupils. Enrolled in the Millville
Elementary School Dudley, Georgia(Unpublished Master's Thesis, Atlanta
University Library 1957), pp. 1, 8,
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2. Educational progress of a school should provide the
fullest opportunity for the learner to experience success¬
ful performance, if the fullest development of personality
is to be expected.
3. Successful school performance is a predominate influence
on the social development of the learner.
4. The school must provide a climate of success, regardless
of the intellectual level of the leai'ners, if all of the
learners are to be expested to reach a desirable level
of development in mental and social em.otional aspects
of being,^
Promotion is a conception based purely on the graded school theory of
apportioning the subject matter over the several years of age or class
levels. As soon as we adopt the "whole child" theory of education, promotion
ceases to be pertinent. The "v;hole child" theory is one of the ideas of the
progressive school, yet some critics have not yet accepted the progressives'
idea on the educational changes that they bring. All teachers should realize
2
that change is a necessary part of our educational system.
Current research on the comparative academic achievement of pupils who
are non-promoted and pupils who m.ove along from grade to grade with their
age groups show that these pupils who were non-prom.oted did not improve
their achievement and many made no progress,''
Hollis L. Caswell in a summary study on non-promotion in elementary
schools found the following;
Anne Johnson Hightower, A Study of the Selected Differences Between
Normally Progressing and Educationally Retarded Pupils Enrolled in the Snery
Street High School, Dalton, Georgia 1954-1955(Unpublished Master's Thesis,
Atlanta University Library, 1955), pp. 246-247.
o
V/illiam H. Kilpatrick, Philosophy of Siucation (New Yorkj The
MacMillan Company, 1954)> PP- 59, 62, 331.
3
National Mucational Journal Volume 49j Promotion Policies In Our
Schools(V/ashington, D. C.: Educational Press Association, I960), p. 15.
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A pupil who has failed more than once often develops
an emotional state that induces a tendency to cease
striving for the end sought. Slower progress pupils
were found to be subjectd to considerable ridicule
despite teachers' efforts to keep such treatment to a
minimum. The extent to which a particular pupil is
affected by non-promotion depends upon the individual
and the circumstances under which he experiences non-
promotion,^
There are some schools that regard measures of pupil progress as
Indicative of the school's efficiency, but it should be the primary aim of
all schools to develop a well rounded individual and not an individual that
has progressed chronologically. Psychologists have made available increased.
knowledge about individual differences of pupils and mental hygienists have
shown how certain school practices influence children unfavorably. The
importance of the social and emotional development of children is becoming
recognized along with the need for their intellectual and physical training.
Education is turning serious attention to preparing the child for life.
Personal and social attitudes are important factors in the solution of any
2
human problem.
It is commonly believed by American educators that progress in education
shoiild proceed by some rational process of fact finding to determine its
effectiveness, and that process should be followed by attempts to imiprove
these educational procedures that are found to be ineffective. The importance
of research must be stressed in the multiple issues of child behavior and
Hollis L. Caswell, Education in The Elementary School (New York;
American Book Company, 1942), p. 289.
2
Jesse B. Sears, Public School Administration (New York; The Ronald Press
Company, 1947), p. 263.
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and teacher attitude. If education for life is to become a meaningful
concept, we shall need to investigate the social and emotional dynamics
of behavior as well as the intellectual, development of the child. Biu-
cational research is destined to investigate the learning processes, the
teaching techniques, and the administrative policies involved in social
1
behavior, as well as in intellectual and manual accomplishments.
E. K. Wickman, Children's Behavior and Teachers' Attitudes (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1928), p. 188,
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
INTRODUCTION
Prefatory Statement.- The analysis and interpretation of the data
presented in this chapter were derived from three major sources, (l) The
data derived from the responses made by eighty teachers on the questionnaire
items, (2) The data derived from interviews with parents and teachers (3) The
data derived from observation of the pupils.
This chapter has as its major purpose the presentation of the findings
of this research v;hich has dealt with, the problem of social promiotion. The
percent indicated throughout this chapter was based on the opinion of eighty
teachers.
The thirty-one tables v;ere designed graphically to Illustrate quanti¬
tative measures of the data basic to the results of the research.
The pjresentation of the data v/ith reference to the interpretative
discussions and the tabular representations pertaining thereto, are organ¬
ized under the headings indicated below:
1. The Teachers' Opinions on the Existence of Social
Promotion in the Schools. Tables 1 and 2.
2. The Teachers' Approval of Social Promotion.
Tables 3 and 4*
3. The Teachers' Opinions on the Advantages and Dis¬
advantages found in social promotion. Tables 5 through 12.
4» The Teachers' Opinions on the Administration of Pro-
m.otlonal policies. Tables 13 through 20.
5. The Teachers' Opinions on the Effect of Social Pro¬
motion on the Pupil. Tables 21 through 23.
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6. The Teachers' Opinions on the non-promoted pupil.
Tables 26 through 30.
7. The Teachers' Opinions on theparents' attitudes
tovmrd social promotion. Table 31.
The data are statistically treated with reference to the frequency and
percent of the questionnaire items and interviews reaction.
Teachers' Opinions on the Existence of Social Promotion in SchoolSystems.-
Social promotion is the promotional plan of many schools. It is a widely
used plan and a most controversial plan. It was found to be used to a
greater extent in the urban schools and to a lesser degree in the rural
schools.
A great percentage of the rural school systems do not endorse social
promotion, but most of the urban schools do favor social promotion. In the
schools selected for study by this writer, social promotion was favored
one hundred percent in the urban schools compared to the 5 or 12.5 percent
of the rural schools that favored social promotion. Yet, 21 or 52.5 percent
of these rural teachers believed that social promotion v/as upheld in their
schools' philosophies and objectives. (See Tables 1 and 2).
TxiBLE I
FREQUHIiCIES AND PERCS'JTAGES OF TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "IN







Urban Teachers 25 62.5 8 20.0 7 17.5
21 52.5 9 22.5 10 25.0Rural Teachers
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The data on the responses of urban and rural teachers to the question
concerning the existence of social promotion in their school systems are
presented in Table 2.
It was the opinion of a group of the urban teachers that the adminis¬
trators of their schools did not consider their schools as favoring social
promotion, but these teachers did not feel free to fail a pupil. Their
opinion was that when they fail a pupil, the administrators looked upon the
teachers as the ones who had failed, consequently, these teachers were
reluctant to fail any pupils.
TABLE 2
FREQUENCIES Al^D PERCENTAGES OF TEACKE.tS‘ RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "DOSS








Urban Teachers 40 100.0 C 0 0 0
Rural Teachers 5 12.5 35 87.5 0 0
The Teachers* Approval of Social Promotion.- There were some teachers
that apjjroved of social promotion and many others that did not favor social
promotion. This writer found that the high ^-ercentage of teachers that did
approve of social promotion had not been exi)osed to social promotion in
teaching situations.
It was observed in the data that the greater percentage of those
teachers that taught in schools that favored social iDromotion did not them¬
selves favor social promotion. The data on the responses to the question,
do you favor social promotion, are presented in Table 3. The percentage of
urban teachers that favored social promotion was 7 or 17.5 percent, but
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these teachers taught in schools that favored social promotion one hundred
percent. Only 5 or 12.5 percent of the rural schools favored social pro¬
motion, but 23 or 57.5 percent of the rural teachers favored social X-'i'o-
raotion.
TABLE 3
FREQUENCIES Al'ID P'HCENTAGES OF TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "DO








Urban Teachers 7 17.5 27 67.5 6 15.0
R'oral Teachers 23 57.5 15 37.5 2 5.0
Disagreeing with the policy of social promotion in the schools were
27 or d7.5 percent of the urban teachers and 16 or 40.0 percent of the
rural reachers. (See Table 4)«
TABLE 4
FREQUENCIES A!ID PERCEI
YOU DISAGREE WITH THE
STAGES OF TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION,
Idea of social promotion in schools?"
"DO
Yes No Undec ided
Subjects Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
Urban Teachers 27 67.5 7 17.5 6 15.0
Rural Teachers 16 40.0 20 50.0 4 10.0
Teachers' Opinions on the Advantages and Disadvantages Fovuid in Social
Promotion.- A large proportion of teachers readily admitted that social
promiotion does have its advantages and does not present any great dis-
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advantages, yet in their opinion all of the advantages in social x:.romotion
seem to be related to the pupil becoming a better adjusted individual because
of this "no failure" promotion plan. Another advantage in their opinion,
was that there were no classes which were composed of repeaters.
Although 27 or 67.5 percent of the urban teachers and 15 or 37.5 per¬
cent of the rural teachers did not favor social promotion, both groups
concurred in the opinion that social promotion does h.a.ve its advantages.
The data presented in Table 5 disclosed that 33 or 82,5 percent of the
urban teodhers and 29 or 72,5 percent of the r'ural teachers agree that
there are advantages in social promotion,
TABLE 5
FEEQUENCI23 Al'ID FZRG3ITAGES CF T2ACHEFS’ R2SPCN3E3 TC THE ^iUESTION, "DO










Urban Teachers 33 82.5 6 15.0 1 9 C
Rural Teachers 29 72.5 9 22.5 2 o•U\
The data on the responses to the question concerning social promotion
giving opport'anities to a school indicate that onlp- 10 or 25.0 percent of
the urban teachers and 7 or 17,5 percent of the rural tovachers favored this
opinion compared to 23 or 57.5 p'ercent of the urban teachers and 26 or 65.0
percent of the rural teachers that concurred in their opinion on the question
concerning piling up repeaters in the elementary grades affecting the
academic achievement of the class. (See Tables 6 and 7;,
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TABLE 6
FRS3USNCIES AI'IL PERCENTAGES OF TEACHERS' RE.SPONSSS TO THE QUESTION, "DOES
social PROMOTION GIVE OPPORTUNITIES BQUiiL TO OR NEARLY EQUAL TO OPPOR¬










Urban Teachers 10 25.0 20 50.0 10 25.0
Rural Teachers 7 17.5 17 42.5 16 40.0
TABLE 7
FREQUEI'ICIES liilD PERCENTAGES OF TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "DOES
PILING UP REPEilTERS IN THE ELEi«;E!'JTARY GR^PDES jlFFSCT THE ACADHT’IC ACKIE'\,''S-
MSI'IT OF THE CLASS?"
Subject Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
Urban Teachers 23 57.5 9 22.5 8 20.0
Rural Teachers 26 65.0 6 15.0 8 20.0
The teachers' opinions v;ere that although social promotion presented
no great or dire disadvantages it did present more disadvantages than
advantages. In their opinions teachers not having the necessary time to
give individual instruction to pupils that needed remedial work, was the
basic disadvantage, from which all other disadvantages seemed to emit.
The data, as presented in Tables 8 and 9 indicated that 18 or 45.0
percent of the urban teachers and 22 or 55-0 percent of the rural teachers
gave yes res^jonses to the question, "Does social promotion create an
indifferent attitude in the pupil? and 9 or 22.5 percent of the iirban
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teachers and 34 oi’ S5.0 percent of the rural teachers gave yes responses
to the question, "Does social promotion create difficulty in subsequent
adjustment for the pupil?"
TABLE 8
frequencies and PSRCSI\TTAGES of teachers* responses to the question, "DOES








Urban Teachers 18 45.0 14 35.0 8 20.0




PERCENTAGES OF TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "DOES








Urban Teachers 9 22.5 21 52.5 10 25.0
Rural Teachers 34 85.0 1 2,5 5 12.5
The responses to the question concerning social promotion increasing
the interest in the classroom as presented in Table 10, indicate that only
9 or 22,5 percent of the rural teachers found that this type of promotion
did increase the interest of the classroom and 34 or 35.0 percent of the
urban teachers indie,;led that this type of promotion did not increase the
interest of the classroom,
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TABLE 10
FREQBEMCIES Ai\'D PERCEIITAGSS OF TEACHERS' RKSH0N3ES TO THE QUESTION, "DOES
SOCIAL PROMOTION INCREASE T .E INTEREST OF THE CLASSROOM ON A VJHOLS?"
Yes No Undeca.ded
Sub.iects Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
Urban Teachers 0 0 34 85.0 6 15.0
Rural Teachers 9 22.5 27 67.5 4 10.0
The data on the responses of the urban and rural teachers to the
question concerning Mass Non-Promotion, as presented Tables 11 and 12,
indicate that 27 or 67.5 percent of the urban teachers and 26 or 65.0
percent of the rural teachers agreed that mass non-promotion sould be
considered as a weakness in the school’s curriculum and as a weakness in
the teacher's ability.
T.IBLE 11
FREQUEI'ICIjLS PERCEI'JTAGES of TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "DO
YOU THINK THAT J''IAS3 NON-PROMOTION WOULD BE C .NSIDERED AS A WEiURJESS IN
THE TEACHER'S ABIL-ITY?"
Yes No Undecided
Subjects Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
Urban Teachers 27 67.5 8 20.0 5 12.5
26 65.0 7 17.5Rviral Teachers 7 17.5
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TABLE 12
FRSQUEI'ICIES AMD PiillCEilTAGSS OF TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO LiE QUESTION, "DO
YOU THINK THAT lUSS NON-PROMOTION WOUXD BE CONSIDERED AS A WEAKNESS IN
THE SCHOOL’S CURRICULUM?"
Yes No Undecided
Subj ects Number Percent Numbert Pearcent Humbert Number
Urban Teachers 27 67,5 8 20,0 5 12,5
Rural Teachers 26 65,0 7 17/5 7 17,5
Responses Concerning the Administration of Promotional Policies.-
Main administrative policies considered were: promotion on an individual
basis, non-promotion in only the first three grades, and a promotional plan
in which pupils progress as they accomplish a particular phase of work. It
is the opinion of the larger percentage of teachers, as shoi^n in Tables
13 and 14, that in the elementary school, great consideration should be
given to maturity levels of development for individual differences are
more pronounced at this state of development. Individual differences
shoiild be considered in regard to any promotional plan. Neither group of
teachers thought failure should occur only in the first three grades, but
they do approve of the promotional plan, where a pupil progresses as he
accomplishes a particiilar phase of work. Negative responses were received
from both groups on the questions of social promotion being the best plan
for their school system and promotional policies being made only the
administrative staffj yet, both groups agree that both parents and pupils
should be considered in any decision regarding promotional policies.
The data indicate that 35 or 87,5 percent of the urban and 29 or 72.5
percent of the rural teachers felt that great consideration should be given
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to maturity levels of development for individual differences are more pro¬
nounced at this stage of development, (See Tables 13 and 14)• Individual
differences should be considered in regard to any promotional plan, is the
opinion of this select group of teachers,
TABLE 13
FRSQUEITCIES AMD PERGMTTAGES OF TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION,"DO








Urban Teachers 35 87.5 4 10.0 1 2.5
Rural Teachers 29 72.5 6 15.0 5 12.5
TABLE 14
FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO





Subjects Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
Urban Teachers 36 90.0 2 5.0 2 5.0
Rural Teachers 34 85.0 1 2.5 5 12.5
The data as presented in Table 15 indicate that only 12 or 30 per¬
cent of the urban teachers and 7 or 17.5 percent of the rural teachers
thought that failure should occur only in the fitst three grades, but
28 or 70,0 percent of the urban teachers and 27 or 67.5 percent of the
rural teachers do approve of the promotional plan, where a pupil progresses
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as he accomplishes a particular phase of work. (See Table 16),
T^iBLS 15
FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "DO
YOU AGREE WITH THE IDEA THAT NON-PROMOTION SHOULD TAICE PLACE IN ONLY








Urban Teachers 12 30.0 26 65.0 2 5.0
Rural Teachers 7 17.5 28 70.0 5 12.5
TABLE 16
FREQUEI'TCIES AND
YOU AGREE TO A :
PUPILS PROGRESS
PERCEInITAGES of TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO
PROMOTIONAL PLA!^ IN WHICH A SCHOOL HAS
AS THEY ACCOMPLISH A P.UITICULAR PHASE
THE QUESTION,"WOULD









Urban Teachers 28 70.0 6 15.0 6 15.0
Rural Teachers
t
27 67.5 5 12.5 8 20.0
Responses on the question of special promotion being the best plan
for their school system were 4 or 10«0 percent for both groups, and pro¬
motional policies being made only by the administrative staff were 6 or
15.0 perfient for the urban teachers and 2 or psi'cent for the rural
teachers. (See Tables 17 and 18)*
a
TABLE 17
FR33USNCIES AITO PERCENTAGES OF TEACRERS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "DO









Urban Teachers 4 10.0 33 82.5 3 7.5
Rural Teachers 4 19.0 25 62.5 11 27.5
TABLE 18
FxREQUENCIES AI^fD PETiCENTAGSS OF TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "DOES
IT SSSI’l REASONABLE THAT PARENTS SHOULD PARTICIPATE LN ANY DECISION
REGARDING NON-PROMOTION OR SOCIAL PROMOTION?"
Yes No Undecided
Subjects Number Percent Niomber Percent Niunber Percent
Urban Teachers 27 67.5 11 27.5 2 5.0
Rural Teachers 23 57.5 7 17.5 10 25.0
The data on the "yes" responses of urban and rural teachers to the
question "Does it seem reasonable that parents should participate in any
decision regarding non-promotion or social promotion" as presented in
Tables 19^ were 27 or 67.5 percent for ihe urban teachers and 23 or 57.5
percent for the rural teachers.
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TABLE 19
FREQUST^CISS AITO PERCENTAGES OF TEACIIERS' RESPONSES TO TEE QUESTION, "DO









Urban Teachers 6 15.0 30 75.0 4 10.0
Rural Teachers 2 5.0 29 72.5 9 22.5
The data on the yes responses of urban and raral teachers to the
question "Should the pupil be considered in Promotional Policies?" as
presented in Table 20, were 23 or 57.5 percent for the lurban teachers and
19 or 47.5 percent for the rural teachers.
TABLE 20
FREQUENCIES AND.PERCENTAGES OF TEACHERS’ P^SPONSES TO THE QUESTION,
"SHOULD THE PUPIL BE CONSIDERED IN PROMOTIONAL POLICIES? If
Yes No Undecided
Subjects Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
Urban Teachers 23 57.5 11 27.5 6 15.0
Rural Teachers 19 47.5 7 17.5 14 25.0
Teachers_|^ Rer.uonses Concerning the Bgfect of Social Promotion on the
Pupil.- A large percentage of urban teachers consistently exx^ressed the
opinion that social promotion is not the best promotional plan for pupils.
They believed that pupils become lax v;hon they know that promotion will be
automatic; contrary to thSs opinion of the urban teachers is the opinion
of the rural teachers who believe that rigid criteria for promotion is
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not appropriate for the eleiTientarp school. Their opinion is that the ele~
mentary school should choose a promotional program that is flexible. The
urban teafhers are of the opinion that failure prepares t'.ie child for the
competitive v/orld; r'oi'al teafhers contend that individual differences
should be considered in regard to failure, because in some cases, failure
results in negative attitudes and emotional instability. Generally, urban
teachers see more harm: concerning social promiotlon and the effects on the
child and r’uralchild and rural teachers are of the opinion tha. social
promotion is more of a benefit to the child. Yet, they believe the pupil
that attends a school that favors social promotion has more problems in
future adjusteent.
The data on the resiDonses of urban and riu’al teachers to the question
concerning the effect of social prom.otion on the pupil, as presented in
Tables 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25 indicate the specific data to follcv/. The
yes responses of the urban teachers ranged from a low of 0 for "Do you
think that a pupil will do his best work knowing that he will be promoted,
regardjess?" to a high of 31 or 77.5 p-rcc-.nt for "Do you thlhl< the work of
pupils is affected academically by social promotion?"
TABLE 21
FRT^UniCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "DO
YOU THINK A FJPII I'll,I DO HIS BEST WORK MOWING THAT HE WILL EE PROMOTED,








Urban Teachers 0 0 36 90.0 4 10.0
Rural Teachers > 7.5 26 65.0 11 27.5
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T^'^BLE 22
FREQUEI'ICIES MD PERGMTAGS3 OF T3/iCHERS’ RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "DO
YOU THINK THE WORK OF CHILDREN IS AFFECTED ACADEI^ICALLY BY SOCIAL
PROMOTION?"
Yes No Undecided
Subjects Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
Urban Teachers 31 77.5 4 10.0 5 12.5
Rural Teachers 22 55.0 13 32.5 5 12.5
The other ranking "yes" responses were; 29 or 72,5 percent for "Do you
thirJc that pupils v/ho make average progress believe it to be unfair when
poorer pupils are promoted?"
TABLE 23
FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF TEACHERS’ RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "DO
YOU THINK THAT PUPILS VJHO MAKE AVERAGE PROGRESS BELIEVE IT TO BE UNFAIR
POORER PUPILS ARE PROMOTED?"
Subj ects Number Percent Number Percent Nixmber Percent
Urban Teachers 29 72.5 9 22.5 2 5.0
Rural Teachers 24 60.0 9 22.5 7 17.5
The no responses ranged from a low of 4 or 10,0 percent for ?Do you
think the work of children is affected academically by social promotion?"
to a high of 36 or 90,0 percent for "Do you think a pupil vri.ll do his best
work knowing that he will be x-romoted, regardless?" The other ranking no




FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF TS/'iCHERS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "DO
YOU THINK THAT SOCIAL PROMOTION HELPS CHILDREN EMOTIONALLY?"
Yes No Undecided
Subj ects Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
Urban Teachers 11 27.5 22 55.0 7 17.5
Rural Teachers 22 55.0 6 15.0 12 30.0
The "yes" responses of the rural teachers ranged from a low of 3 or
7.5 percent for "Do you think a pupil will do his best work knowing he
will be promoted, regardless?" to a high of 34 or 85 percent for "Do you
think pupils who attend schools that endorse social promotion, have more
difficulties in a higher education?"
The other ranking "yes" response ’was: 24 or 60«0 percent for "Do you
think that pupils v;ho make average progress believf it to be unfair when
poorer pupils are promoted?"
The "no" responses ranged from a low of 1 or 2.5 percent for "Do you
think some children who attend schools that endorse social promotions have
more difficulties in higher education?" to a high or 26 or 65.0 percent




FREQUENCIES AI'JD PERCENTAGES, OF TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "DO
YOU THINK SOlUS 3HILDREN WHO ATTMD SCHOOLS THAT MDORSE SOCIAL PROMOTION,








Urban Teachers 9 22.5 21 52.5 10 25.0
Rural Teachers 34 85.0 1 2.5 5 12.5
Responses of Teachers Concerning the Non-Promoted Pupil.- It was
significant that 50.0 percent of the urban teachers thought feilvnre had an
adverse effect on a child. Yet, 52.5 percent of the urban teachers so not
believe that fail’ore places a stigma on a pupil. It was noted that 65.0
percent of the rural teachers thought that failure had an adverse effect
on a -hild and 10 or 25.0 percent thought failure placed a stigma on a
pupil.
A large percentage of both groups agree in their opinion that there
are no more delinquent children among those children that e^erienced
failure than in the group of children that has progressed regularly and too,
they agree that non-promoted children do not exhibit belligerent attitudes,
and that some children do profit from non-promotion. The large per¬
centage of rural teachers have experienced over-age pupils creating
problems in their classrooms.
It was significant, from the data as presented in Table 26, that 20
or 50,0 percent of the urban teachers thought failure had an adverse
effect on a child. Yet, 21 or 52.5 percent of the urban teachers do not
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believe that failure places a stigma on a pupil, (See Table 27),
It was noted in the data that 26 or 65.0 percent of the rural teachers
thought that failure had an adverse effect on a child. (See Table 26)>
and 10 or 25.0 percent thought failure placed a stigma on a pupil. (See
Table 27).
TABLE 26
FRISiUENCIES AI® PERCMTAGSS OF TEACHERS RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "DOES








Urban Teachers 20 50.0 6 15.0 14 35.0






OF TEACHS;^;S PJ3SP0NSES TO









Urban Teachers 12 30.0 21 52.5 75 17.5
Rural Teachers 10 25.0 21 52.5 9 22.5
The data on the responses of urban teachers, as presented in Table 23,
to the question "Has it been your experience to find that some children
profit by non-promotion?" indicated that 34 or 85.0 percent of the urban
teachers thought some children do profit by non-promotion. The data
indicated that 12 or 30.0 percent of the rural teachers thought there were
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more delinquent children among children that have not been promoted. (See
Table 29).
TABLE 28
frequencies and percentages of teachers responses to the question, "HAS








Urban Teachers 34 85.0 4 10,0 2 5.0
Rural Teachers 20 75.0 4 10.0 6 15.0
TABLE 29
FRIQUENCISS AI\TD PERCEI'ITAGES OF TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "DO
YOU THINK THAT THERE ARE MORE DELINQUENT CHILDRIN AliONG CHILDREN THAT








Urban Teachers 7 17.5 21 52.5 12 30.0
Rural Teachers 12 30.0 18 45.0 10 25.0‘ .
The data on the responses of urban and rural teachers to the question
"Dcoyer-age pupils create a problem in your classroom?" indicated that the
responses ranged from 14 or 35*0 percent for the urban teachers to 28 or
70 percent for the rural teachers. (See Table 30).
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TABLE 30
FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF TEACHERS'RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "DO








Urban Teachers 14 35.0 22 55.0 4 10.0
Rural Teachers 28 70.0 11 27.5 1 2.5
Teachers' Responses on Parents Attitudes Toward Social Promotion,-
The opinion held by most teachers that parents do not ;approve of social
promotion is contrary to the data obtained by the vrriter on this issue.
Many parents do approve of social promotion and many parents felt as if
failure was an Injustice to the child. Few parents could be made to
realize that their child has not achieved the desired progress for pro-
mation being the reason for failure; but held the opinion that the child
is usually failed because of the teacher's dislike for the child.
Consequently, reactions of parents and pupils must be considered in order
to formulate a promotional plan that vdll be beneficial to all concerned.
The opinion held by most teachers concerning the approval of social
promotion as presented in Table 31 indicated that 9 or 22.5 percent of
the urban teachers and 19 or 47.5 percent of the rural teachers thought
parents did approve of social promotion.
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TABLE 31
FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF TEACHERS’ RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, ”D0
YOU THINK THAT MOST PJiRMTS APPROVE OF SOCIAL PROMOTION?”
Yes No Undecided
Sub.jects Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
Urban Teachers 9 22.5 21 52.5 10 25.0
47.5 10 25.0 11 27.5Rural Teachers 19
CHAPTER III
SUl^-lARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RSCOM-iSNDATIONS
Rationale.- The problems which we are facing today in American Eiu-
cation have not come about by accident, but are the result of a long,
historical evolution and are best understood if considered in the light
of their historical development. The history of education is essentially
a phase of the history of civilization and is easier to comprehend if it
1
is studied from this point of view*
Social promotion, which is practiced in out Atlanta schools, has long
been a point of controversy. There are persons who give their approval
of this type of promotion and there are those who sincerely disapprove of
sbcial promotion. These two groups believe that the reasons they give for
their approval or disapproval are the more valid.
The promotion of pupils is one of the most perplexing problems which
confronts teachers and administrators. A school system should be organized
and administered in a manner vAich provides a smooth, continuous, natural
progress of every piupil. The most vital phase of any promotion plan is the
selection and application of principles or crieteia relative to purdl pro¬
motion.
Siward P. Cubbberly, Public Education in the United States
(Massachusetts: Houghton Mifflin Company, 194’7)» P* 1-
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We should realize the importance of promotion to the child and to the
child and to the child's family. It is the opinion of the wroter that of
all the argvanents for and against social i'romotion, the advantages or dis¬
advantages that they give the child are of utmost imp'ortance. It is not a
phase of educ3.tion to be treated lightly. The ability to learn to succeed
is one of the purpjosss of going to school. Does Social Prom.otion achieve
this res’ult?
The Evolution of the Problem.- For many years the writer has realized
that a major objective of American Ed.ucation is the achievem.ent of good
mental health by every student. One of the most important objectives of
the school is the growth and development of an individual's personality.
There are no children Identical in needs and capacities, and intcl-li-
gence should not be the only determining factor in promotion. It must he
realized that there are some accelerated pjupils that present serious
problems as do retarded pupils.
Is our system of promoting a child to the next grade every year be¬
cause he is a j'ear older, helpfud. or harmful? Do v;e, as teachers, stop
to consldei’ if this child is ready to progr"-ss? We realize that the child
is a year older, chronologically, but a ques’ion might arise as to his
mental and emotional progress. As a result, should this child be promoted
because he is chronologically a year older? These are some of the question; 3
to be considered. Thus, this study was evhlved as a problem, of particul.ar
interest to the WTiter, because she is working in a school system where
social prom.otion is the form of reference for pupil progress theough the
grades.
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Statement of Problem and Purposes of the Study.- This study was con¬
cerned with surveying and analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of
social promotion as indicated by the opinions of two groups of elementary
teachers*
The general purpose of this study v/as to compare the attitudes of two
groups of city and rural, teachers toward social promotion. Stated more
specificall,ly the purposes were:
1. To determine the general consensus of the group regarding
the advantages and disadvantages of social promoticn,
2. To analyse these advantages and disadvantages in the light of
how the teachers think that social promotion relates to:
a. The pupils' attitude and subsequent adjustment.
h. The teacher's attitude towards sooi?illy promoted
pupils.
c. The philosophy and objectives of the school.
3. To determine whether those teachers felt that failure is more
of a handicap to a child than an undeserved promiction.
4* To determine how those teachers favoring social promotion felt
that it should be used,
5, To determine how those favoring non-prom.otion felt that it
should be administered,
6, To ascertain any evidence which those teachers had regarding
parents' attitude tov/ai'd social promotion,
?, To determine if pupils with non-promotion records created
discipline problems in the classroom,
8, To draw conclusions and implications that may shed further
light on the problem of social promotion and aid generally
in bringing certain suggestions for improved school
practices.
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Definition of Terras.- The significant terms used throughout this
study are defined beloxir;
1. "Social Promotion" as used in the study referred to the
policy of advancing a pupil from one grade to the next
grade with respect to chronological age, rather than the
pupil’s achievement.
2. "Retardation" or "non-Promotion" as used in this study
referred to impeding the progress of the pupil in his
movement from one grade to the next grade.
3. "Observation" as used in this study referred to noticing
the behavior of non-proraoted and socially prom.oted pupils,
4. "Promotion" as used in this study referred to the advance¬
ment of the pupils from one grade to the next grade.
5. "Socially Promoted Pupils" as used in this study referred
to those pupils who are advanced to the next highest grade,
giving no regard to his ability or readiness for the next
grade.
Locale and Period of the Study.- This study was conducted in two
distinct locales: a metropolitan school situation and a rural sc'hool
situation. One group of teachers from two schools situated in an urban
community and the other group of teachers from two schools situated in a
rui'al community.
This study was begun in January I960 and was completed in July I960.
Summary of Related Literature.- Failure has been the dread and dism^Ty
of generations of American school children. "Did you get promoted?" or
Did you pass?" is asked persistently by parents and classmates. As years
go by, higher schools raise the same question.^ Is a child’s futiore to be
affected by failure? Yet, what can be expected in the future for a child
that is given a social promotion? A social piromotion being a promotion
1
Hollis L. Caswell, Biucation in the Elementary School (New York;
American Book Com.pany, 1942), p. 248.
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that he has not earned and is not ready for. Probably fev; teachers realize
the importance of non-promotion and promotion to a child. Non-pi-omotion
cein be just as important as promotion in molding the future of the child.
Historically, edilcation in the United States is for all the children
of all the people, fhis idea is in sharp contrastwith the situation else-
v;here. The American people have a firm belief in the value of education.
Yet, our compulsory educational system has its difficulties because chil¬
dren are widely different in their abilities. Regardless of administrative
provisions for organization, each child should have an opportunity to
experience a sequence of experiences of increasing difficulty conforming
to his ability,^
From the beginning of our histoi’y, the education of all the people
has been recognized as fundamental to the maintenance and improvement of
our Democracy. The highest and the greatest possible development for each
was recognized as a dominant aim of education. Knowledge alone is no
2
longer considered as the aim and end of education.
The educational practices which we are using today are not expressions
of any periods of history. They are rather reminiscent of all of them.
Every period has made its contribution, for good or for ill. It is our
task, as educators, to integrate and make more effective all the contri¬
butions of the past that contain elements of strength, and eliminate those
that contain weaknesses or threaten our desired educational objectives.
V/illard C. Olson, Promotion Policies in Our Schools National Edu¬
cational Journal, (April I960), p. 17,
2
Hollis L. Caswell, Education in The Elementary School (New York:
American Book Company, 1942), p. 1.
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Biucatlon is a constant series of changesj these changes are all
directed toward the goal of the improvement of education. In too many
places, the educators have failed to sense the arrival of the now world.
The changes we must make in education are not minor ones, they are major.
From the time of Horace Mann, there was continuous effort to improve
instruction in the schools. Rousseau set forth the conception that chil-
1
dren should be treated as children before they were thought of as men.
In reconstruction theory and practice in elem.entary education in the United
States, no other influence has been so effective during the past generation
2
as the Froebelian emphasis upon education.
Though the influences exerted by Pestalozzi, Herbert, and Froebel are
so inejitricably interwoven in the educational practice of today, it is
extremely difficult to trace any one of them. It can hardly be doubted
that the most important streams of thought in present elementary education
flow from Ji-oebel,
All too many of the educational ideas of the past have survived and
are found today in our modern minds. All through the ages, v/ith avidity
and credulity, people have snatched at an adopted inadequate and even
3
dangerous educational ideas.
By studying the various conceptions of education that have been
developed through the ages, and noting the changing emphasis that has been
^Stephen Duggan, History of Education (New York; Appleton Gsntui-y
Crofts, Inc., 1948), p. 392,
2
SLmer Harrison Wilds, The Foundation of Modern Bducation (Nev; York;
Rinehart Company, 1947), p. 267.
^Ibid.. pp. 5 and 7.
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placed upon them at different times, in different places, we broaden our
vision until we perceive clearly the meaning, nature, processes and purposes
1
of education.
The Findings.- In accordance with the purpose of this study, the
following represents a summary of the findings which resulted from an
analysis of the data.
The findings that were obtained from an analysis of the teachers'
opinions on the administration of promotional policies were as follows;
. 1. It was the opinion of 7 or 17.5 percent of the rural
teachers that social promotion should be the promotional
policy of all school systems, and 27 or 67.5 percent of
the urban teachers did not agree with this opinion.
2. It was the opinion of 4 o- 10.0 percent of both groups
of teachers that social promotion was not the best pro¬
motional plan for their school systems.
3. Social promotion and non-promotion should be used only
on an individual basis, with attention being given to
individual differences was the opinion of 35 or 87.5
percent of the urban teachers and 29 or 72.5 percent
of the rural teachers.
4. There was general agreement on a promotional plan in
which a school would have no grades and a pupil would
progress as he accomplished a particular phase of v/ork.
The frequency and percentage of yes responses for urban
teachers was 28 or 70.0 percent and 27 or 67.5 percent
for the rural teachers.
5. Non-promotion should take place in only the first three
grades was the opinion of 26 or 65.0 percent of the urban
teachers and 28 or 70.0 percent of the rural teachers.
6. Parents and puuils should be considered in any decision
regarding promotional policies was the opinion of 27 or
67.5 percent of the urban teachers and 25 or 57.5 per¬
cent of the rur.al teachers.
'Ibid., pp. 5 and 7.
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7. Promotional policies should not be made only by the
administrative staff was the opinion of 30 or 75.0 per¬
cent of the urban teachers and 29 or 72,5 percent of
the rural teachers.
The findings that were obtained from an analysis of the data on the
teachers’ opinions on the effect of non-promotion on the pupils were as
follov/s!
1. Failure has an adverse effect on a child was the opinion
of 20 or 50.0 percent of the urban teachers and 26 or
65.0 percent of the rural teachers.
2. Over-age pupils creating a problem in the classroom was
the opinion of I4 or 35.0 percent of the urban teachers
and 28 or 70,0 percent of the rural teadhers,
3. Failure not placing a stigma on a pupil was the opinion
of 12 or 30.0 p rcent of the urban teachers and 10 or
25.0 percent of the rural teachers.
4. There are more delinquent children among non-promoted
pupils than among regularly promoted pupils was the
opinion of 7 or 17.5 percent of the urban teachers and
12 or 30.0 percent of the rural teachers.
5. It was the opinion of 23 or 57.5 percent of the urban
teachers that non-promoted pupils do not have great
adjustment problems and 22 or 55.0 percent of the rural
teachers are of the opinion that non-promoted pupils do
have great adjustment problems.
6. It was the opinion of 11 or 27.5 percent of the urban
teachers and 17 or 42.5 percent of the rural teadhers
that non-promoted pupils have belligerent attitudes.
The findings that were obtained from an analysis of the data on
teachers' opinions on the advantages and disadvantages found in social pro¬
motion were as follows;1.Favoring social promotion v/ere 7 or 17.5 percent of the
urban teachers and 23 or 57.5 percent of the rural teachers.
2. There are more disadvantages than advantages in social
promotion was the opinion of 33 or 82.5 percent of both
groups of teachers.
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3. Social promotion not increasing the interest in a classroom
was the opinion of 34 or 85.0 percent of the urban teachers
and 27 or 67.5 percent of the rural teadhers.
4. Mass non-promotion is considered as a weakness in the schools
curriculu]ii was the opinion of 27 or 67.5 percent of the urban
teachers and 26 or 65.0 percent of the rural teachers.
5. It 'vas the opinion of 34 or 85.0 percent of the urban teachers
and 30.or 75.0 percent of the rural teachers that socially
promoted pupils develop better leadership qualities.
6. It was the opinion of 9 or 22.5 percent of the urban teachers
and 34 or 88.0 percent of trie rural teachers that pupils that
attend schools that endorse social promotion have more diffi¬
culties in higher education.
The findings that v;ere obtained from an analysis of the data on the
teachers’ opinions on the existence of social promotion in schools were
as follov/s:
1. It was the opinion of 40 or 100 percent of the urban
teachers and 15 or 37.5 percent of the rural teachers
that their school system favored social promotion,
2. Social promotion is upheld in a large i^ercentage of
the school in their philosophy and objectives was the
opihion of 25 or 62.5 percent of the urban teachers
and 21 or 51.5 percent of the rural teachers.
The findings that v/ere obtained from analysis of the data on the
teachers? opinions concerning p-irents and pupils in regard to social pro¬
motion were as follows;
1. It was the opinion of 19 or 47.5 percent of the urban
teachers and 7 or 17.5 percent of the rural teachers
that non-promoted pupils shouJ.d retuxn to the same teacher.
2. The pupil that is given a social promotion is not resented
by the teacher was the opinion of 7 or 17.5 percent of the
urban teachers and 3 or 7.5 percent of the rural teachers.
3. It v;as the opinion of 9 or 22.5 percent of the urban
teachers and 19 or 47.5 percent of the rural teachers
that parents approve of social promotion.
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Conclusions,- This study compared the attitudes of two groups of











felt as if social promotion had more disadvantages than
More specifically, the following conclusions were drawn:
The larger icercentage of teachers do not generally
favor social promotion, but they are v;illing to
accept it irf.th reservation.
Teachers concur in their opinion that social pro¬
motion has more disadvantages than advantages.
Pupils experience no great adjustment problems in
regards to social promotion or non-promotion.
Socially promoted pupils are readily accepted by
teachers in their classes.
The philosophy and objectives of most urban schools
tend to be geared toward the social promotional plan.
The philosophy and objectives of most rural schools do
not tend to be geared toward a social promotional plan.
Teachers feel that social promotion and non-promotion
should be administered on an individual basis.
Pupils that have experienced non-promotion do not
present any more discipline problems than regularly
Promoted pupils.
Parent so approve of social promotion.
Implications,- The specific implications draw n from the findings
are as follows:
1. Social promotion is not alv/ays the best promotional policy,
but promotion should be determined in view of the child's
achievements, his personality and his innate ability.
2. Instructional methods, together with promotional policies,
need to be evaluated regularly in order to confirm the
effectiveness of the reaching that is done and the sound¬
ness of the present promotional policy,
3. Teachers and administrators doubt the value of their
present promotional policies enough to try other types or
promotional policies, and are willing to make improv^ements
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that are foiind to be desirable.
4. People are not alike and the aim of education is to bring
out the best in each child; promotion being an essential
phase of education.
5. Retardation is not the answer; most pupils who repeat a
grade knew no more after repeating the grade than they
did before repeating the grade. The resiilt of repeating
a class has been that retardation has failed in its
primary purpose.
6. There is a great need for better cooperation between parents
and teachers in regard to promcticnal policies.
7. Social promotion with its disadvantages has been found to be
one of the m.ost used promotional plans and with revision
could be made a most acceiDtable one.
Recorgmendations.- The recommendations stemming from the presant study
are based on the findings and conclusions previously stated. The specific
recommendations are aa follows:
1. Each school should analyze and evaluate its individual
promotional policies.
2. The promotional policies must be gradually evolved and
should be related to the community and state policies.
3. illl staff members should participate in developing the
prin<';iple policies and practices for the promotional
program of a school.
4. The school staff should formulate policies of promotion
and clearly define their point of view.
5. The evolution of the basic promiotional policies should be
formulated v;lth parents, teachers, and the administrative
staff.
6. Schools that endorse social nromiotlon should also include
a rem.edial iDrogrsim in their curriciuLum.
7. Schools should consider the recent promotional plan kno;vn
as guidance prom.otion,
8. It m.ay be recommended finally that further study of teachers'
attitudes and opinions on social promotion be made in order
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QUESTIONNAIRE
NOTE: Read the following questions carefully, place a check (x)
by the answer that correctly ans'.>rers the question,
according to your opinion.
YES NO UNDECIDED
1. Does your school system favor social promotion?
2. Do you favor social promotion? _
3. Do you think the work of children is affected
academically by social promotion? _
4. Do you think that social promotion helps
children emotionally? __
5. Does this type of promotion increase the interest
of the classroom, on a v/hole? _
6. Does Social promotion give opportunities equal
to or nearly equal to opportunities in a
school without it?
7, Do you think that there are advantages in social
promotion?
8, Do you think individual differences should be
considered with regard to promotion?
9, Do you think social promotion is the best tyx^e
of promotion plan for your school system?
10. Do you think failure places a stigma on a pupil?
11. Does piling up repeaters in the elementary grades
affect the academic achievement of the class?
12. Do you disagree with tlie idea of social promotion
in schools?
13 • Do you think that it should be used in school only
on an individual basis?
14. Do you think that a pupil will do his best work
knov/ing that he will be promoted, reg rdless?_
Do you think that social promotion should be in all
systems, due to the rapid progress in this age?_
YES NO UNDECIDED
16. Do you think that if a child is of high intellect,
social promotion v;ould give him an indifferent
attitude about his work?
15!. Does failure have an adverse effect on a child?
18. Do over-age pupils create a problepi in your
classroom?
19. Do you think that most parents approve social
promotion?
20. Do you think some children who attend schools that
endorse social promotion, have more diffi-
ciolties in higher education?
21. Do you think that pupils wjio make average progress
believe it to be unfair v/hen peerer pupils
are xDroraoted?
22. Do you think that promo-ion policies sliould be
made only by the administrative staff?
23. Has it been your experience to find that some
children profit by non-promotion?
24. Do you think that mass non-promotion v/ould be
considered as a weakness in the school's
curriculum?
25. (a) In your opinion, is social promotion upheld in
your school's philosophy and objectives?
(b) In youi' opinion, is non-promotion upheld in
your school’s philosophy and objectives?
26. Do you think that most teachers approve of social
promotion?
27. In your estimation, do non-promoted pupils have
great adjustment problems?
28. Do you believe that there are more delinquent
children among children that have not
been promoted?
29. Would you agree to a promotion plan in which a
school has no grades and Ihe i'>upils pro¬
gress as they accotaplish a particular
Xchase of vrork?
V79 L'NDECIDSNC r
30. Do you resent the x-^upil v.’hom you think is not
ready for the next grade, yet is given a
social promotion?
31. Have you found that most non-promoted pupils
have belligerent attitudes rather than
passive attitudes?
32. Do you agree v/ith the idea that non-promotion
shoud-d take place in only the first three
grades?
33. Sho'uld the non-promoted xvi.pdl return to the
same teacher or go to another?
34* Does it seem reasonuhle that x-aronts sho’ald
X^articipate in any decision regarding non-
promotion or socia] promotion?
35. Should the pupil’s uishes be considered in
such a decision?
36. Do you think that mass ncn-prcmotion wcul.d
be considered as a v/eakness in the
teacher's ability?
37. Do you think t’:at there are great dis¬
advantages in social i:romotlon?
3S. Does piling up repeaters in a class affect
the academic achievement of the indi¬
vidual pui:lls in the class?
39. Hax^e you found that socially prcmoted pupils
develop better leadership qualities than
these pux^ils that ha', e been retai'ded?
40. Do you think that repeaters are as eager to
learn as other members of the class?
41. Do non-promoted pupils create more discix-'-l’’-©
problems for you than regularly promoted
pupils?
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